Selections from the Children’s Book Collection:

Gardening

Maya and other students in Ms. Garcia's class study techniques used by Thomas Jefferson as they grow pea plants and compete to see whose will produce a bowl full of peas first.
Early readers. j SB343 .G877 2012

A father and child grow vegetables and then make them into a soup.
Pre-readers. j SB321 .Eh56g 1987

Step-by-step instructions explain growing plants from seeds, root tops, bulbs, and other parts of commonly-available kitchen produce. Advanced readers. j SB119 .M225 1999

Squirrel teaches Little Groundhog how to plant and tend a vegetable garden in this lushly illustrated story. Early readers. Fiction. j SB321 .C424 2003

It's Our Garden: From Seeds to Harvest in a School Garden. Ancona, George.
Presents a portrait of a Santa Fe community garden, revealing how students and other citizens work together to select and grow annual plants, create compost, release butterflies, harvest edibles, and protect garden beds for the winter. Early readers. Nonfiction. j SB457 .An22 2013

In this version of the classic song “Old MacDonald Had a Farm,” the farmer’s granddaughter plants a garden which provides a place for birds, insects, and other wild creatures to shelter and nest.
Early readers. Fiction. j SB321 .Q29 2012

Batavia, IL: Ball Pub., c2005.
Provides instructions for gardening in containers such as bowls, drinking glasses, and old hats.

Provides ideas and instructions for projects that involve growing various kinds of plants during the different seasons. Advanced readers. Nonfiction. j SB453 .V311 1996

After helping her mother weed, water and chase the rabbits from their garden, a young girl imagines her dream garden complete with jellybean bushes, chocolate rabbits, and tomatoes the size of beach balls. Early readers. Fiction. j SB453 .H389 2010

Tiny Bun the rabbit and his grandmother plan, plant, and grow a vegetable garden. Early readers. Fiction. j SB321 .G938 2000.

This picture book follows a family who plants a vegetable garden and helps it grow to a rich harvest. Pre-readers. Fiction. j SB321 .F663 1991

Miss Marigold, the garden lady, visits Pepper Lane Elementary to help them transform a weedy, rocky patch of ground into a garden. Early readers. Fiction. j SB457 .F493 2010
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